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The US and its terrorist-sponsoring partners are seeing their
criminal regime-change project in ruins, as the Syrian army
and its allies win a spectacular victory to retake the
strategically important city of Aleppo.
Western governments and their flunkies at the UN
cynically, perversely decrying a «meltdown of humanity».
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Closer to the truth is their own «meltdown of sanity». This is
because the official Western narrative about the Syrian war is
finally being exposed on a glaring scale.
The exposure for the whole world to see is one of a
systematic, fake propaganda cover that concealed a criminal
enterprise – an enterprise involving terrorist proxies, or
fake moderate rebels, whom the Western governments have
sponsored for the past six years in a conspiracy to overthrow
the government of Syria. The gravity of this systematic crime
committed by Washington and its various partners is now
unfolding.
Unable to cope with their own cognitive dissonance over the
criminality, the Western governments and their complicit
corporate news media are resorting to outright denial and to
compounding lies with even more lies.
Instead of dealing with the reality that Syrian state forces
have recaptured Aleppo from brutal, illegally armed groups,
which the West and its regional clients have bankrolled and

armed, the West distorts the dramatic victory as the «fall of
Aleppo». One report on American channel CNN even referred to
the victorious Syrian army and its allies as «persecutors».
With typical unhinged emotion, US ambassador to the UN
Samantha Power cited unverified reports of civilians being
executed in Aleppo, and slammed Syria and its allies Russia
and Iran for having «no shame». It is Power and her Western
partners-in-crime, including top UN officials, who should be
hanging their heads in shame.
Among the hysterical soundbites about alleged atrocities and
slaughter being lobbed around this week was this from UN
«humanitarian» official Jens Laerke who said Aleppo was seeing
a «meltdown of humanity». Catchy words, but divorced from
reality.
Western news media outlets were screaming headlines alleging
summary executions of women and children by the Syrian army
and its Russian, Iranian and Lebanese allies as they moved in
to finally retake the whole of the northern city.
Outgoing UN chief Ban Ki-Moon talked in disparaging tones
about an «uncompromising military victory», while his
underlings Rupert Colville and Jan Egeland decried «hellish»
conditions and «war crimes» committed by Syria and Russia.
The problem is that all these sensational, reckless assertions
are based on unverified claims by anonymous «activists» or
persons involved with militants – militants who are integrated
with terror groups like Jaysh al Fatah, Jabhat al Nusra, Ahrar
al Sham and Nour al din al Zenki. All of them affiliated with
the internationally proscribed Al Qaeda terrorist network –
which the Western governments claim to be at war with.
It truly is a grotesque revelation when Western governments
and UN officials publicly spout propaganda on behalf of
terrorist groups.

Samantha Power and her British counterpart at the UN Matthew
Rycroft cited UN «reports» of 82 civilians being executed,
including 11 women and 13 children, by the pro-government
Syrian forces during the final hours of recapturing Aleppo.
But the same UN «reports» were themselves based on unverified
sources supposedly embedded among the terrorists. This is not
reportage. It is simply recycling rumors aimed at saving the
necks of terrorist groups.
The simple fact of the information coming from unverified
sources did not stop the UN, Power, Rycroft and the raft of
Western media outlets, including the Washington Post, CNN,
Guardian, Independent, France 24 etc, presenting the claims as
if they were fact.
Russia’s Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov accused Western
governments and their dutiful, unquestioning news media of
spreading «fake news» about the dramatic events in Syria this
week. Lavrov pointed out that none of the alleged atrocities
were acknowledged by independent humanitarian groups.
Syria’s ambassador to the UN Bashar al Jaafari also refuted
the claims of atrocities that Western counterparts appeared to
be so perplexed by.
Western governments and media outlets persisted in their gory
fantasies despite abundant video footage that even they
themselves were broadcasting which showed thousands of
civilians calmly walking away from militant-held pockets of
Aleppo towards the Syrian state forces. Is that the behavior
of people who are being massacred, summarily executed,
slaughtered?
One of the most absurd distortions was this from France 24.
The state-owned broadcaster of one of the countries that has
supplied weapons and propaganda cover to terrorists in Syria
over the past six years described this week how «people in
government-held areas of Aleppo were celebrating». Given that

the Syrian government holds virtually all of Aleppo that means
that the vast majority of Syrians were celebrating. Yet France
24 roils its words to contrive a false division between pro
and anti-government populations.
The more logical and truthful depiction is that Syrian
civilians are at last able to flee from terror gangs that have
held them under siege. But in reporting that the whole false
Western narrative about what has been going on in Aleppo and
Syria for the past six years would implode like a house of
cards.
Why aren’t the Western news media interviewing the tens of
thousands of civilians who have now managed to flee from the
defeated terrorist groups? Why don’t the Western media ask
questions about the nature of their captivity? Such as, why
could they not escape from militant-held eastern Aleppo until
now? What do these civilians think of the Syrian army and its
allies who have crushed the militants?
The curious, gaping absence of any testimonies carried by the
Western media from the thousands of liberated civilians in
Aleppo is mirrored by the same curious, gaping absence of
testimonies from thousands of civilians liberated elsewhere in
Syria by the army over the past year.
That’s because those civilians are telling media outlets which
are willing to report, such as the Syrian state broadcaster
SANA, as well as RT, Press TV and Al Manar, that their
nightmare siege imposed by the Western-backed terrorists is
over. If Western media outlets were to actually bother to
conduct real journalism they would go into liberated areas of
Aleppo and other towns and villages across Syria and report
that life is returning to happy normalcy for these families
and communities.
The truth is Aleppo was invaded by Western-backed mercenaries
in July 2012, who turned the eastern side of the city into a

den ruled under a reign of terror. A twisted, demented
caliphate run by head-chopping Wahhabi jihadists was imposed.
Like Syria as a whole, these mercenaries were sanitized in the
West as «moderate, pro-democracy rebels» – albeit somehow
supposedly «intermingled» with jihadi extremists.
If that were the case, then where are these supposed
«moderates» now that the last den of the «rebels» in Aleppo
has been routed?
The stark absence of «moderate», «pro-democracy», «Westernvalue-supporting rebels» emerging from the ruins of Aleppo is
as stark as the absence of petrified civilians denouncing
Syrian army «atrocities» or Russian «war crimes».
In one resounding moment this week, the Western narrative
about Aleppo, and the Syrian war more generally, has collapsed
in a pile of dust. No amount of denials and further
distortions can hide the exposure of Western lies and
propaganda fabrications.
So ironically, Western media outlets have recently whipped up
the phenomenon of «fake news» in the context of trying to
discredit Russia over alleged electoral interference in the US
and Europe.
What Syria has demonstrated is that the real culprits of
peddling false news, and more gravely false narratives, are
the Western governments and their conceited, self-important
news media.
Unable to deal with the unbearable truth of criminal
complicity, the official West is displaying a meltdown of
sanity.
Aleppo and Syria will one day emerge again from the present
ruins. No such recovery from ruins will be made by the
ignominious Western governments and their lying, criminally
complicit media.

